Our
Services
1
Enterprise DevOps
Focuses on how enterprise can
leverage modern IT and technology
to drive business faster and
achieve the maximum outcome.

2
Lean Digital Governance
We ensure enterprise has enough
controls and still ensure the speed
of digital to stay ahead of
competition.

3
Competency Development
Complete competency development
and mindset changing program to
upskill your people in order to
accelerate digital transformation.

IT at the speed
of Business
DevOps Delivery Design
Design your Enterprise DevOps delivery
process and technology stack based on
your target outcome.

Enterprise DevOps Design

We design your end-to-end Enterprise
DevOps, start from operating model,
delivery process to technology stack.
Some domains include in the design are:
- DevOps CI/CD Toolchain Development
- Automated Testing Development
- Continuous Monitoring Solution
- Modern Incident Management

Enterprise DevOps Implementation
We help enterprise on implementing
DevOps, start from squad development on
Agile and DevOps to the development of
the automation platform.

Governing
the Modern IT

Capability
Improvement
Professional Course
Professional courses such as ITIL 4,
Design Thinking, DevOps, COBIT to
hands-on technical workshop to
answer your Modern IT need.

Business Simulation
Business Simulation is a serious
games for team to experience how the
knowledge works in the real-life mini
project.

Digital Bootcamp
Digital Bootcamp program to help you
accelerate the digital transformation
by preparing ready to deploy squads

OUR CLIENTS
www.naradacode.com

Quick Maturity Check
Maturity check for your current IT process
to ensure it comply to regulation and
standards while still enabling the speed of
digital.

Lean Digital Policy and
Procedure Development
Modern IT Governance framework, Policy
and procedure development to unlock your
digital capability.

KPI or OKR
For Modern IT
KPI/OKR design for your Enterprise IT
based on value driven and Modern IT
capability.
and many more…

Our Core
Advantages

Deep expertise in Modern IT
with Lean, DevOps, Agile and
Modern ITSM, and strong
collaboration with IT Leaders
around the world.

About us
NaradaCode is a Lean Digital
Transformation Company in Indonesia.
We are the pioneer of Enterprise DevOps
and Modern ITSM in Indonesia, providing
training, consulting to implementation to
accelerate your digital transformation and
help you to achieve high performance
business.

+6221 2953 8878
contact@naradacode.com

NaradaCode
PIOT 3, 17th Floor, Jakarta,
Indonesia

www.naradacode.com

Extensive
experience
in
implementing Modern IT in
various industries such as
Banking, Financial Service,
Manufacturing, Transportation
to Oil and Gas.

Strong relationship with IT
Practitioner community such
as
DevOps
Indonesia,
DevOpsDays
and
ITSM
Community globally.

